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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
REDIRECTING PACKETS USING 

ENCAPSULATION 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to computer networking 
systems, and in particular, the invention relates to redirecting 
packets using encapsulation. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Many Internet Service Providers (ISPs) offer multiple 
levels of service, charging a different fee for each service 
level. For example, a subscriber of an ISP may subscribe to 
e-mail only, connection access (i.e., Telnet and FTP), or full
access which would allow access to the World Wide Web

(WWW).
Typically, the ISPs are configured so that a subscriber 

cannot use a service which is not included in the subscriber's 
subscription. The Network Access Servers (NAS), which 
provide point-of-presence dial-in access for the ISPs, may 
provide filtering to prohibit a subscriber from accessing 
services not included in the subscriber's subscription. When 

2 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

A method and apparatus are described for redirecting 
application packets using encapsulation techniques. In the 

5 
following description, numerous specific details are set forth 
in order to provide a thorough understanding of the present 
invention. It will be apparent, however, to one of ordinary 
skill in the art that the present invention may be practiced 
without these specific details. In other instances, well-known 

10 
standards, structures, and techniques have not been shown in 
order not to unnecessarily obscure the present invention. 

As discussed above, in the prior art background section, 
there is a need to provide computer users/ISP subscribers 
with a more informative message explaining why they are 

15 unable to receive their requested Internet service. One
approach is to return an appropriate application level mes
sage to the subscriber specifying in more detail why the 
service is unavailable to the subscriber. For example, the 
application message could indicate to the subscriber that 

20 
they are attempting to access the WWW, but their subscrip
tion to the ISP does not include access to the WWW. 

In order to return such a message, the NAS 12 of the 

a NAS detects a subscriber attempting to exceed their 
allowed service level, the NAS typically discards the sub- 25 

scriber's packet (which contains a request for the service), 
and returns a simple "cannot connect" type message to the 
subscriber. 

present invention, as shown in FIG. 1, is configured to detect 
when a service request exceeds a computer operator's sub
scription. In such a case, the NAS 12 may redirect the 
subscriber's request (in the form of a packet) to a Redirec-
tion Server 14 included the ISP network 16. The Redirection 
Server will respond to the packet by generating and sending 
an appropriate application level reply message to the sub-

As a result, the subscriber is uninformed as to why they 
are unable to connect or receive their requested service. As 
such, it would be desirable to return an appropriate appli
cation level message to the subscriber providing a more 
detailed explanation why the requested service is unavail
able to the subscriber. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides a method and apparatus 
for redirecting packets using encapsulation techniques. In 
one embodiment, an Internet subscriber transmits an Internet 
service request to a Network Access Server (NAS). The 
service request is transmitted in a first packet. The NAS 
analyzes the first packet to determine whether the service 
request exceeds the subscriber's internet subscription. If the 
request exceeds the subscriber's subscription, the NAS 
encapsulates the first packet into a second packet and 
redirects the second to a redirection server. The packet is 
encapsulated to preserve the address of the original desti
nation of the service request. 

Upon receipt, the redirection server generates a reply to 
the internet service request which specifies why the service 
request was denied. The redirection server also substitutes 
the address of the original destination as the source of the 
reply message to allow the reply message to be received as 
reply from the original destination. 

B RIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE D RAWINGS 

The present invention is illustrated by way of example 
and not limitation in the figures of the accompanying 
drawings, and in which: 

FIG. 1 illustrates a network configuration implementing 
one embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 2 illustrates a flow diagram describing the steps of 
the invention according to one embodiment. 

FIG. 3 illustrates an encapsulation technique performed 
according to one embodiment of the present invention. 

30 scriber indicating why the request has been denied. 

The message from the Redirection Server will be sent as 
a "reply" to the subscriber's original service request. The 
subscriber's computer system, however, will typically 
expect the reply message to have been sent from the original 

35 destination of the subscriber's original service request ( e.g., 
a WWW site). 

The reply message from the redirection server will be 
transferred via packets. The packets typically include data 
and a header. The header typically specifies the source of the 

40 packet (i.e., the redirection server) and the destination of the 
packet (i.e., the subscriber's computer). 

When the subscriber's computer system receives the reply 
message from the Redirection Server, their computer will 

45 
typically execute an algorithm to check the integrity of the 
data in the reply message to determine whether some of the 
data may have been lost while being transmitted. The 
algorithm is commonly referred to as a checksum. 

The checksum will typically analyze the source and 

50 
destination addresses provided in the header of the packets. 
Considering the reply packets sent from the redirection 
server are being sent as a reply to the subscriber's original 
service request, the checksum performed by subscriber's 
computer system will expect the source address of the reply 

55 
packet to match the destination address of the subscriber's 
original service request. 

As a result, the reply message from the redirection server 
will most likely fail the checksum because it has been sent 
from the redirection server, rather than being sent from the 

60 destination of the original service request. Therefore, the 
subscriber's computer system will assume the data of the 
reply message is faulty and dispose of the reply message. As 
a result, the subscriber will not receive the message explain
ing why the original service request was denied. 

65 One solution to the problem is to have the Redirection 
Server perform a "spoofing" technique. Using the spoofing 
technique, the Redirection Server will substitute the desti-
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